Internet Marketing, SEO and Web Design Firm Opens New Office
SEO services firm increases rankings for ecommerce, corporate web sites, using
SEO, SMO and Google Optimization
January 14, 2010 (FPRC) -- SEOWhat, an Internet marketing, SEO services and web design firm
today announced its new office in Mankato, Minn. Located at 709 S. Front Street, Mankato, MN,
56001, SEOWhat.com helps companies design, build and market their web sites, specializing in
both on- and offline search engine optimization, and Google and Yahoo ranking.
"Our new yearâ€™s resolution here at SEOwhat is to amplify our clientsâ€™ success and with the
opening of our new headquarters office, we have a head start on meeting these objectives," said
Catherine Seven, founder, SEOWhat.com. "In the past year, weâ€™ve achieved many
accomplishments as a company and we hope to continue celebrating future successes with our
clients."
SEOWhat.com helps clients improve search ranking through a combination of search engine
optimization strategies that include, but is not limited to, social media optimization/Web 2.0, social
bookmarking, press release and article writing and submission, on page, off page optimization,
niche keywords, long-tailing, link building, meta tagging, Yahoo! merchant sites (Y! Stores),
YouTube/video submissions and more.
Ranked best in Social Media Optimization (SMO) by TopSEOs.com, SEOWhat.com creates buzz
through the use of social networking tools such as blogs, social bookmarking sites and social
networking sites such as Facebook and Twitter. The full service agency provides a la carte or full
service SEO strategies tailored to the needs of B2C, B2B, products and services, businesses,
educational and not-for-profit organizations. With a talented team of web engineers, graphic
designers, copy writers, editors and online/offline marketers, SEO What is the only competitively
priced firm of its kind that is based entirely in the U.S.

About SEOWhat, Inc.
SEO What is an SEO services agency that helps companies navigate the dynamic world of internet
marketing, integrating search engine optimization (SEO), search engine marketing (SEM), social
media optimization (SMO) and Web site design to increase a siteâ€™s visibility. Specializing in
Yahoo! and Google optimization, S E O What develops search friendly Web sites on a variety of
platforms including Yahoo! Stores, Wordpress and custom built sites. In addition to Google SEO,
Seowhat provides organic search results, without the price tag, creating powerful web sites that
appeal to human eye and search engines alike.
###

Contact Information
For more information contact Suzie Won of SEOWhat.com (http://www.seowhat.com)
(507)-933-4486
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